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Abstract
Looking forward to reduce their transportation expenses, the transport and traffic department of a
steel company has implemented a system, which consists in a set of circuits developed to achieve a
fast, efficient and low cost transportation, with a common origin and/or destination. These circuits
have been called clusters. The clusters operate with contracts that prioritize the transport operation to
contractors who cover them at a lower price per trip and with volume targets measured in terms of
number of daily trips per truck. However, the contractors’ expected performance in those clusters has
not achieved the established targets for two of the four identified clusters. The objective of this project
is to increase the daily trips per truck by 30 percentage points, in clusters one and four. DMAIC
methodology was followed to accomplish this objective. For the accepted and implemented proposals,
a post indicators vs. base line comparison was made, and for those unimplemented proposals, a
discrete event simulation was developed by ProModel program, in order to estimate their impact.
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1

Introduction

Road transportation has become an important factor in international trade and the management of supply chains
(Villarreal 2016). Delays and unnecessary transportation can raise freight costs and reduce profit margins. (Bachraoui
2016) Understanding lean concepts is key for identifying waste and optimizing the supply chain without spending a
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lot of money on new equipment or personnel. In the last decade, however, “lean transportation” has emerged as
alternative movement to improve transport operations (Vence 2015). One of the more important Transportation in
excess of what is required if inventory and flow exist in the network. This includes underutilized equipment, interplant shuttles, trailer demurrage and other transportation wastes (Martichenko 2014).
Transportation allows organizations to deliver the right goods in the right quantity to their customers at the right time,
yet excess transportation movement creates waste and added costs to the customer. (Niemelä 2016). Transportation is
a necessary component of most businesses and adds value that is recognized by customers; consequently it should be
considered a strategic part of any operation (Martichenko 2014).
This Project will develop the theme of transportation, due to a real situation presented in a Mexican steel company,
with 5 plants located in San Nicolás de los Garza and Pesquería, Nuevo León. The company has four clusters in
Mexico’s north area, which are formed by a routes established with a common origin and/or destination that makes
up a travel sequence as presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Clusters Description.
The clusters were formed through an engineering study developed by the Industrial Engineering department of the
company. The study period was three months (from May through August, 2015) and the main objective, daily trips
by truck, was determined as follows:

Figure 2. Objective of daily trips by truck
It is important to mention that the whole process for the formulation of the objectives (Figure 2), was developed based
in the materials transportation among plant’s needs, establishing origin and destination plants.

1.1

Problem statement

Clusters began their implementation in March, 2016; and since then, their behavior has been followed. The results of
these observations are presented in Table 1, where it can be seen that clusters 2 and 3 have reached their stated
objectives. On the other hand, the historical behavior of clusters 1 and 4, show less favorable results as long as they
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are below the proposed target. In cluster 1 and 4, they have an average of 2.83 and 3.69 trips per truck; with targets of
4 and 5.7 respectively.
Table 1. Historic behavior of trips per truck (March 2016 – November 2016).
CLUSTER
1
2
3
4

Trips per month
(average)

Trips per truck
(average)

923.22
595.00
473.11
1,081.00

2.83
6.33
5.57
3.69

Objective
Trips per truck
4.00
6.20
5.50
5.70

After detecting this area of opportunity in clusters 1 and 4, the behavior of the following factors that interact in them
was investigated: a) Loading time, b) Transit time and c) Download time.
Both in cluster 1 and 4, these three indicators present a critical state, in which they are higher than the established
standards (except the time of discharge in cluster 1 that is at the limit), therefore they are key points with areas of
opportunity, mainly because their impact goes directly to the performance of clusters. This project is defined based in
current panorama of the clusters ad their main indicators state.

1.2

Objective

This project objective is to design and implement improvement strategies that allow the company to increase daily
trips per truck by 30 percentage points in clusters 1 and 4. This objective is intended to be achieved through: a)
reduction of 5 percentage points in loading time, b) reduction of 20 percentage points in unloading time, c) reduction
of 10 percentage points in transit time, and d) increase of 15 percentage points in truck’s usage effective time.

2

Methodology

The DMAIC methodology was chosen, since it has an analytical and well-structured approach, where each process is
carefully analyzed by statistical techniques before implementing or treating improvements. McMarty (2004), defines
DMAIC as the “process improvement methodology used by Six Sigma, and is an iterative method that follows a
structured and disciplined format based on the hypothesis approach, the realization of experiments and their
subsequent evaluation to confirm or reject the hypothesis previously raised”
Berardinelli (2012), mentions that “it is a methodology that is built with the previous steps: define will help to know
what to measure, measure will be used to know what to analyze, analyze will let them know what to implement and
implement will help to know what has to be controlled”. With this, it can be concluded that DMAIC is a methodology
that doesn’t allow skipping steps, which is crucial for a successful project.
Figure 3 describes how the DMAIC methodology was adapted to the problem. It was divided into four stages in order
to achieve a better management, based on each of the stages required by the university and the client.
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Figure 3. Implementation of DMAIC methodology

3 Analysis
3.1

High unloading times in University Plant

As shown in figure 4, the discharge time is mainly affected by the University plant, since it is 43% above the standard
calculated with the data obtained during the study period.
Unload average time
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Figure 4. Unload average time
After some field research, it was found that this plant only has one bridge crane, which has three main tasks: supply
three production lines, accommodate the rolls and unload the material of the trucks, of which, the priority is the
production lines. After analyzing the distribution of its activities through the measurement of times and movements,
it was obtained that only a 72% of the time was in use, which divides in a 65% to the priority activity and the
accommodation of rolls and only 7% to unload trucks.
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3.2

Queues times above the standard in the plants of Churubusco, Guerrero and Universidad

During the analysis, it was detected that loading and unloading time were strongly affected by queues. As can be seen
in the figure 5, just Pesquería plant is below the standard; while the other plants do not.
Load average time
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Figure 5. Load average time
After field investigation, it was detected that the trucks of the clusters have preference in the line when they are at
Pesqueria, contrary to what happens at the others two plants and Universidad. The procedure to give these trucks
preference is to let them enter to load or unload immediately after a platform becomes available. While in the rest of
the plants, they have the normal procedure making long queues.

3.3

More than 87% of the routes have higher times than the standard

After analyzing the transit time (see figure 6), it was concluded that all routes from both clusters have an average time
greater than the target (with exception of route CHU-PSQ).
Transit average time
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Figure 6. Transit average time

Through the analysis of transit time, it was found that this is strongly affected since there was only one documented
and proven route, which at the same time was composed of traffic avenues during certain hours of the day. This
delayed the arrival of trucks on almost all routes.

3.4

Low initial activity of loading, unloading, and transit during shift changes

Based on the total time of the trips during the period of study, the effectiveness of the trucks was analyzed. Cluster 1
has an effective usage of trucks of 64%, and cluster 4 of 60%. Whit this in mind, a statistical analysis of the shift
changes was developed, obtaining unfavorable results, due to the fact that a low initial activity of loading, unloading
and transit, was detected around and during shift changes. An example of the monthly average of trucks that starts
loading activity is presented below in figure 7:
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Figure 7. Average trucks that start load per hour in Cluster 1 (monthly).

Figure 7 shows the low activity peaks mentioned above, which occur near 05:00 - 08:00 hours and 17:00 –
20:00 hours (corresponding to shifts changes). This has a direct impact on queues along with the
accumulation of the start-up activities in the high peaks.
Table 2. Root causes.
INDICATOR
Loading and
unloading
time

Transit time
Usage
effective time

PROBLEM
High unloading times in
University Plant.
Queues times above the standard
in the plants of Churubusco and
Guerrero.
More than 87% of the routes have
higher times than the standard.
Low initial activity of loading,
unloading, and transit during shift
changes.

ROOT CAUSE
The University plant only has one crane, which
supplies the loading and unloading processes, and
feeds three production lines.
The plants of Guerrero, Universidad and Churubusco,
do not have priority in the queues for the processes of
loading and unloading.
Only exist one route per plant for the trucks.
There is a low start-up activity close to and during
change shifts.

4 Design
Improvement solutions and strategies were designed for each main root causes that were inducing the trucks not to
meet the target of trips per day. These solutions were proposed by the team, discussed with both the academic advisor
and validated by the contacts in the company.

Loading and
unloading time

Table 3, from left to right, summarizes the indicator that needs to be increased or decreased, the main offender(s) (i.e.
root cause), the improvement strategies, and finally, the objectives that are being achieved with each of these.
Table 3. Root causes and strategies matrix.
ROOT CAUSES
STRATEGIES
The University plant only has one
•
crane, which supplies the loading and Financial proposal of
unloading processes, and feeds three
traveling crane.
production lines.
The plants of Guerrero, Universidad
•
and Churubusco, do not have priority Priority in queues for
in the queues for the processes of
cluster trucks.
loading and unloading.
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Reduction of 20
percentage points in
unloading time.
Reduction of 5
percentage points in
loading time.
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Transit
time

Only exist one route per plant for the
trucks.

Design of alternate
routes.

Usage
effective
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There is a low start-up activity close
to and during change shifts.

Design of multiple
shifts by means of
statistical simulations.

•

Reduction of 10
percentage points in
transit time.

•

Increase of 15
percentage points in
truck’s usage effective
time.

Financial proposal of traveling crane

Based on the fact that only 7% of the time is used for the unloading of material from the trucks, and with the objective
of impacting in this indicator, it was determined the elaboration of a financial proposal for a bridge crane; from which
it is seek to obtain the impact on benefits through a financial analysis and ProModel simulations. To evaluate whether
the proposal is cost-effective, the following indicators were used:
• Minimum Attractive Rate of Return (MARR): Is the minimum rate, established by the company, to accept the
project
• Useful life in years: It is the number of years in which the project will be evaluated. This amount depends on
factors such as the useful life of the machinery to buy and is very important to calculate the amortization
• Net Present Value (NPV): Is the difference between the present value of cash inflows and the present value of
cash outflows. This one is used to analyze the profitability of a projected investment.
• Internal Rate of Return (IRR): It is the rate of interest that an investment offers, in other words, it is the rate at
which the net present value equals to 0.
• Payback period at present value (years): It is the time required to cover the cost of the investment taking into
consideration the net present value.

4.2

Queue priorization

To solve the problem of high loading or unloading times, the strategy used in Pesqueria was replicated for the rest of
the plants involved. Firstly, an analysis of the alternatives to give priority to the cluster trucks was made, taking care
of meeting with safety, logistics and general procedures. In order to comply with the standards of the mentioned areas,
a safety suit for the drivers was design and the trucks were distinguished from another’s to be more easily recognized
by the area managers. Merely in terms of logistics, the trucks waited at strategic points to be the next to enter to the
platform ones it is empty. For this to happen, multiple scenarios were simulated through ProModel, which seeks to
obtain the impact and benefits of this strategy.

4.3

Alternate routes

Once the analysis was done, alternative routes for each of the routes of the cluster was made. In order to do this, tools
like Google Maps, Waze and the approved regulation of transit were used. To obtain the best alternatives, routes were
designed for different schedules, taking in consideration facts like time in rush hours, regular hours and kilometers
traveled. As a result of the alternatives, routes in which one or more available options that improved the times were
found, that depending on the time the trucks left the plants. These alternatives were given to each of the drivers for
their implementation

4.4

Multiple shift changes

For the design of this strategy, the main objective was to decrease the variance that existed throughout the day with
the low starting peaks of activities before, during, and after shift changes. For this reason and looking for the
distribution of beginning of the activities, it was proposed the implementation of changes in step shifts, for it a series
of simulations were performed through Excel, where reductions in variances were obtained. The step shifts consists
of scheduling the changes in two different groups, where one part of the group changes to one hour, while the other
part does two hours later. This in order to avoid low activity in periods of the day, as well as to reduce long queues of
trucks looking to realize a same activity at a same time that would generate time lost for some units. With the
simulations, it was possible to obtain that the ideal scenario was that half of the trucks in both clusters made the change
of shift at 5:00 a.m and 5:00 p.m., while the rest would starts at 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
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5

Results

The implementation of the full previously described strategies is currently under way after the pilot run validated such
strategies. The organization started the implementation with the priority in queues for cluster trucks. This action
contributed to the increase of the average of the internal trips per day because it eliminates the bottlenecks in the
warehouses (Figure 8 & 10).

5.1

Loading time
Loading time performance
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Figure 8. Loading time performance.
In figure 8, is shown the comparison of the average time of loading when the project started against the current one,
where this last scenario presents a decrease of 19% in cluster 1 and 35% in cluster 4. These results achieve that the
loading time in Pesquería, Churubusco and Guerrero plants reduce in average up to 27%. Results from cluster 1 get
the process time to be located 15% below the standard. However, for cluster 4, although its impact was greater, it is 6
minutes (5%) above its standard.

5.2

Transit time
Transit time performance
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Figure 9. Transit time performance.
Talking about transit time, the impact is greater than the one presented in loading time, since it reaches an average
decrease of 68%: 64% in routes from cluster 1 and 73% in routes from cluster 4. Although cluster 4 presents a greater
impact, only cluster 1 achieves the established target time, getting 2% below the standard time.

5.3 Unloading time
Figure 10 shows that there is a reduction of 10% in cluster 1 and a 4% in cluster 4. Altogether, this achieves
an average decrease of 7% in the process time in Pesquería, Guerrero, Universidad, Churubusco y Juventud
plants.
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Figure 10. Unloading time performance.

5.4

Truck’s usage effective time

Finally, regarding to truck’s usage effective time, in figure 11 is presented a favorable result, in which cluster 1
presents an increase of 18% and cluster 4 a 13%, obtaining an average increasing impact of 16%, thus achieving one
of the particular objectives of this project.

Effective time percetage
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Figure 11. Effective time performance of truck use.

5.5

Trips per truck

Figure 12 shows the main indicator for the clusters, which represents the main objective of this project.
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Figure 12. Clusters performance.

Been favorable in comparison with the results from the last three months of the research. In cluster 1, at present, the
truck achieves an average of 3.3 trips per day; while its prior average was 2.84. This refers to an increase of 16.2% in
the daily trip by truck. On the other hand, cluster 4, achieved an increase of 14.3%, previously their trucks averaged
2.93 trips, and today they reach an average of 3.35. Finally, it should be mentioned that the trend in both clusters is
favorable, since the number of daily trips per truck tends to increase.
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5.6

Multiple shift changes

This strategy was implemented during the pilot test from April 10 to May 11, in which an even more favorable result
was achieved than in the simulations. A total decrease of 56% of the variance was obtained, resulting in effects on the
queues, loading and unloading times, and therefore an increase in the main objective.

5.7

Financial Proposal

The table 4 shows the result of the financial proposal for the crane, which helps the company to make a decision.
Table 4. Financial Proposal
Project evaluation
Useful life in years
Net Present Value (NPV)
Net annual value (NAV)
Minimum Attractive Rate of Return (MARR)
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
Payback period at present value (years)

Accept
15
1,987,069
407,532
19.0%
26.75%
6.7

The proposal shows a favorable result for the investment of the company, since the IRR is greater in almost 40% to
the MARR, which is the minimum rate for which the project could be accepted. As a result, there would be a
considerable reduction in the discharge times of the University plant, which would positively affect the whole group
with an increase in the number of trips.

5.8

Simulation

Table 5 shows the strategies that were implemented by the organization, as well as those simulated by the ProModel
program.

Cluster 1

Cluster 4

Table 5. Implemented and simulated strategies.
Strategies
Implemented
Priority in load queues.
x
Priority in download queues.
x
Alternate routes.
x
Multiple shifts changes.
x
New traveling crane in University plant.
Priority in load queues.
x
Priority in download queues
x
Alternate routes.
x
Multiple shifts changes.
x

Simulated
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

In order to estimate the impact of the recommended strategies, it was chosen to represent the current situation through
a model of discrete event simulation implemented in ProModel®. For cluster 1, six scenarios were simulated, while
for cluster 4 there were two. The results as a function of the number of daily trips obtained are presented in table 6.

Cluster 1

Cluster 4

Table 6. Results of the simulated models.
Average daily trips
Models
made by cluster trucks
Original model
2.4
Simulated model 1 (Priority in queues)
3.5
Simulated model 2 (2 cranes in plant University)
2.7
Simulated model 3 (Priority of queues and 2
3.4
cranes in Univ. Plant)
Original model
3
Simulated model 1 (Priority in queues)
4.5
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With these results, it can be estimated that when implementing the row priority in all the plants for cluster 1, there
would be a 46% increase on trips. Likewise, when implementing the row priority in the plants of Guerrero and
Churubusco for cluster 4, there would be a 50% increase on trips.

5.9

Investments and procedural changes

Of the strategies selected, only the number 1 required an investment by the company to buy the crane system. The
value of the investment is $ 5,464,188 MXN, approximately 310,178 US Dollars. For the rest of the strategies,
procedural changes were made, of which the most significant were:
•
•
•

6

Strategy 2 (Priority in queues for cluster trucks): In this strategy the procedure of entry to the plant and the queue
of waiting for the loading and unloading of materials was changed. The main change is to stop waiting in line like
any truck and skip it being the first to entry to the platforms once it becomes available again.
Strategy 3 (Alternate routes): For this strategy, previously there was only one route established for each one of
the trips without being in several occasions the best option, however, once the project was implemented, each
route has alternatives of routes that can be used and that show an improvement in time or distance.
Strategy 4 (Multiple shift changes): For this strategy, the procedure change focuses on the fact that two shifts
were made previously, in which all the pilots did at the same time. Once the project was implemented, there are
the same two shifts per day, however, instead of changing everything at the same time, two groups are changed
that shift shifts at different times to avoid recording low activity peaks.

Conclusions

The case of study presented in this document highlights the contribution made to a major company in the region
dedicated to the production of steel products, with the aim of increasing the number of trips in two of the clusters
defined by the company. Although the objective presented seems very specific at first sight, the process of analysis
involved a holistic understanding of the operations of the transport and traffic department of the company.
The process improvement methodology DMAIC guided the actions involving the application of techniques and basic
concepts of industrial engineering. Those goes from descriptive and inferential statistical analysis and process
redesign, to implementation of simulation of discrete event models to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposals in a
dynamic and uncertainty environment.
The clarity of the exposure of the current situation and the justification of the proposals to the managers in the company
allowed several of them to be quickly approved and implemented, so in this report it is possible to observe not only
simulated or estimated results but real ones.
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